
Word Definition Translation In sentence from film Time Tense
1 quake earthquake землетрус This morning s quake is causing major problems for commuters. 0:04:00 Present Continuous

2 commuter a person who travels some distance to work on a regular basis
людина, яка щодня їздить на 

роботу і назад
This morning s quake is causing major problems for commuters. 0:04:00 Present Continuous

3 rattle a rapid series of short loud sound трясти, тріскати Yet another in a series of quakes that has rattled both coasts. 0:04:07 Present Perfect

4 earthquake shaking and vibration at the surface of the earth землетрусу What is causing all these earthquakes? 0:04:15 Present Continuous

5 shrinks a psychiatrist or psychoanalyst мозгоправ We are wasting money on all those shrinks. 0:04:48 Present Continuous

6 apocalypse the complete final destruction of the world апокаліпсис So when is the apocalypse coming? 0:05:27 Present Continuous

7 get off to leave відчепитися - Give me my book! - Get off me! 0:05:35 Present Simple

8 cool off To become calm again заспокойся! Hey. You need to go home and cool off. 0:05:45 Present Simple

9 differentiate to show or find the difference відрізнити You can't differentiate between dreams and reality. 0:06:20 Present Simple

10 creepy strange or unnatural and making you feel frightened моторошні The Tower, the Man in Black, the creepy guys with the fake skins. 0:06:28 Інше

11 destroy  to damage something so badly that it cannot be used зруйнований What if the Tower were destroyed? 0:06:35 Інше

12 impend be imminent or about to happen що насувається You have these visions of impending hell on Earth. 0:06:55 Present Simple

13 watch out to be aware of someone or something обережно Watch out. They'll take you. 0:07:43 Present Simple

14 hang out go clubbing тусуватися Want to hang out? - Yeah. 0:08:22 Present Simple

15 unstable affording no ease or reassurance нестійкий He is unstable. We need to take the offer. 0:08:23 Present Simple

16 stay out to spend time out залишитися поза You promised me you are gonna stay out of trouble. 0:08:44 Past Simple

17 psycho a person afflicted with psychosis дурка Man, psycho camp. 0:09:14 Інше

18 waste an unnecessary or wrong use of sth марнувати More shrinks. Waste of time. 0:09:18 Інше

19 gunslinger a professional killer who uses a gun cтрілець Don't let him get into your head. Gunslingers. 0:11:42 Present Simple

20 resist stand up or offer resistance to somebody or something чинити опір The power you have to resist my magics  is not forever. 0:12:39 Present Simple

21 adolescent displaying or suggesting a lack of maturity підлітковий It's common in adolescent boys. 0:14:06 Present Simple

22 spirit
the general atmosphere of a place or situation and the effect 

that it has on people
дух It shows spirit and vitality. 0:14:31 Present Simple

23 vitality a healthy capacity for vigorous activity життєздатність It shows spirit and vitality. 0:14:31 Present Simple

24 assure cause to feel sure; give reassurance to запевнити I can assure you that all our tests are done in a controlled  0:14:36 Present Simple

25 odd obsession beyond or deviating from the usual or expected дивна одержимість Night terrors, hallucinations, odd obsessions. 0:14:43 Інше

26 ripped (of clothes or fabric) badly torn розірвані Do you want your ripped jeans or your regular ones? 0:15:01 Present Simple

27 shut up To stop talking заткнутися Shut up, Lon. 0:15:25 Present Simple

28 swear have faith or confidence in клянуся Or, I swear to God, I will drag you down the stairs myself. 0:15:43 Future Simple

29 tracker
a person who tracks someone or something by following their 

trail
мисливець Our trackers are going out to them as we speak. 0:24:31 Present Continuous

30
the world is your 

oyster
when you can do what you want or go where you want завоювати світ Choose a pretty face and the world is your oyster. 0:25:06 Present Simple

31 deceive be false to; be dishonest with обдурити - But I saw you. - Your dreams deceived you, boy. 0:26:47 Past Simple

32 battlefield a region where a battle is being (or has been) fought поле бою There was a battlefield. 0:27:14 Past Simple

33 sorcerer one who practices magic or sorcery чаклун Who is he? - He s a sorcerer. 0:27:52 Present Simple

34 tribe group of people related by blood or marriage плем'я There is a tribe beyond that forest. 0:28:32 Present Simple

35 seer an authoritative person who divines the future провидець They have seers who will read your visions. 0:28:38 Інше

36 keep up To continue to do something продовжувати, йти в ногу Let s go. Keep up. 0:28:45 Present Simple

37 honor high respect честь Walter Padick. To what do we owe this great honor? 0:29:55 Present Simple

38 sire the founder of a family батько Forgive me, sire. 0:30:07 Present Simple

39 trespasser
someone who intrudes on the privacy or property of another 

without permission
порушник We'll find out who this trespasser is and where he went. 0:30:10 Future Simple

40 find out To become aware of something or someone з'ясувати We'll find out who this trespasser is and where he went. 0:30:10 Future Simple

41 formidable inspiring fear грізний House demons are formidable beings. 0:30:44 Present Simple

42 override use one's authority to reject or cancel здолати But a truly powerful psychic could override it. 0:30:45 Past Simple

43 calm down To become less violent, nervous, excited or angry заспокойся Calm down. Enjoy the show, folks. 0:34:26 Present Simple

44 shield protect захищати (щит) And it sends out powerful energy that shields us from what's outside 0:35:31 Present Simple

45 tear down To deconstruct a building or home знести Walter wants to tear down the Tower and let them in. 0:35:49 Present Simple

46 weakness a flaw or weak point слабкосты No, they sense your weakness. 0:40:34 Present Simple
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to describe permanent actvities Mary lives is Scotlland.
to describe well-known facts It is hot in summer. 

I drink tea
She drinks tea

to talk about timetable and 
arrangements The plane takes off at 8:00

Do you drink tea? Does she drink tea?
to talk about habits (every day, usually, 
seldom...) I drink tea every day.

I do not drink tea She does not drink tea to describe plot of books, movies, etc. Bart Simpson goes to Springfield school. 
when we comment sport events Henry passes to Beckham and he goals! 
with stative verbs (promise, like, love, 
rtc.) I promise I will call off (cancel) the meeting. 

in zero conditional (permanent facts) If you take ice from the fridge, ice melts.

in first conditional (likely to be true in 
future)

If you give me 100$, I will buy a new english 
book. 

to talk about future plans after some 
words (as soon as, when, after)

I will call you back as soon as my sister 
arrives. 

I am drinking tea now. 
She is drinking tea now.

Are you drinking tea now? Is she drinking tea now?

I am not drinking tea now. 
She is not drinking tea 
now. 

I have just drunk tea.
She has just drunk tea.

Have you just drunk tea? Has she just drunk tea?

I have not drunk tea yet. She has not drunk tea yet. 

I have been  drinking tea 
for an hour!

She has benn drinking tea 
for an hour!

Have you benn drinking 
tea for an hour?

Has she benn drinking tea 
for an hour?

I have not been drinking 
tea for an hour. 

She has not been drinking 
tea for an hour.

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continued up to the present 
(focus on length)

I have been studying in UK for three years!

to describe past actions (focus on period 
of time), results of which are in present 

I have been writing all the morning! I am so 
exhausted.  

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on action); 
just, recently, yet, ever, never, so far, etc.

Present Perfect Continuous
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Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on duration); 
how long, all morning, all Monday, etc.
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e 
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to describe situations that is changing 
now

The helthcare system is getting worse and 
worse.

to describe actions happenning now 
(now, at the moment, etc.)

I am watching football now. 

to describe uncompleted actions that are 
supposed to be completed.

I have not drunk my tea yet. 

to describe past actions, results of which 
are in present 

I have cleaned my fridge. Now it is the 
cleanest fridge I have ever seen!

to describe habits that make you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

You are always eating my sandwiches! Stop 
it!

to describe past actions that finished in 
past, but we do not know exact time 
(usually, to talk about experience) 

I have been to Latvia. 

to describe past actions that finished 
recently

I have just gone to the shop. 

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continue uo to the present 
(focus on action)

I have had this brilliant wordlist for three 
days!

to talk about 100% plans in the future
I am visiting my friend in the hospital 
tomorrow.

to describe temporary (it will not 
continue) situations and actions (even 
temporary habits)

I am working for this company until I can find 
something better. 

У кожному вордлісті ми розробили опис усіх часів англійської мови зі прикладамидля повторення 
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Опис часу

Present Simple

Використання:
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Always, usually, always, often, seldom, hardly ever, 
rarely; Every day, at the weekend, on Fridays, twice 

times a week; in the afternoon, in winter.

Words:

Now, at the moment, today, tonight, tomorrow, next 
weekend, etc.

Words:

Present Perfect



I drank tea yesterday
She drank tea yesterday

Did you drink tea 
yesterday?

Did she drink tea 
yesterday?

I did not drink tea 
yesterday

She did not drink tea 
yesterday

I was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

Were you drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

Was she drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

I was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

to  describe synchronous actions
While Kate was reading a book, I was 
vacuuming.

to describe habits that made you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

My wife was always eating all cakes!  

I had started to drink tea 
when you came.

She had started to drink 
my tea when you came.

Had you started to drink 
tea when I came?

Had she started to drink  
tea when you came?

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

She had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

Had you been drinking 
tea for an hour when I 
came?

Had she been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came?

I had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

She had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

in second conditional (untrue facts in 
present)

If I were you, I would sell blue car. 

to talk about short actions that 
interrupted the longer one

While he was cooking, the telephone rang.

to talk about past habits (usually, 
seldom, often...)

When I was three years old, I often went to the 
park. 

to talk about past actions that happened 
one after another (stories in the past)

He cooked a cake and ate it.

to describe completed actions in the 
past

Mary visited Scotland last year.

The action, which began in the past, 
lasted for some time and finished: 
1) just before a certain point in the past 
or 
2) before another action in the past 
started

to describe actions in progress in the 
past

Mary was reading yesterday at 12 p.m.

to describe interrupted action in the past I was cooking when my mobile phone rang

Yesterday at six pm we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

By the time you came, we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

I had finished my homework when you called. 

I had finished my homework by three o'clock. 

to describe temporary (it did not not 
continue) situations and actions (even 

I was living with my husband at that time. 

to describe backgorund information of 
the story

There were a lot of people at the bus stop. 
Some of them were writing something in the 
copybook. Others were looking for money for 
the ticket in their pockets.   

Past Continuous
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Words:

While, as, yesterday at 7 p.m., in those days, at that 
moment, etc.. 

Words:

how long, since, beofre, by the time, for, etc.

Past Perfect
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Words:

By the time, already, ever, by, before, etc.. 

to describe an action that was 
completed before another one in the past 
or before a specific point of time in the 
past

Past Perfect Continuous
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Past Simple
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Words:

two days ago, yesterday, last week, last night, last 
summer, etc.



I will drink tea next 
morning.

She will drink tea next 
morning.

Will you drink tea next 
morning.

Will she drink tea next 
morning.

I won't (will not) drink tea 
next morning.

She won't (will not) drink 
tea next morning.

Tomorrow this time I will 
be drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
will be drinking tea.

Will you be drinking tea 
this time tomorrow?

Will she be drinking 
tea this time tomorrow?

Tomorrow this time I 
won`t (will not) be 
drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
won`t (will not) be drinking 
tea.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I am going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

She is going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

Are you going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

Is she going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

I am not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

She is not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

I am going to visit my husband tomorrow

to describe a prediction of future events I will be at home tomorrow. 

to describe fast decisions about future
I do not have enough suger. I will go to the 
market.

to  describe offers, request etc. (about 
future)

Will you clean the fridge?

to  describe promises of future events Believe me, I will be on time!

Next year my friend will have been married for 
a year.

Future Perfect Continuous
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to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on duration!)

By 9 pm we will have been doing this task for 
a five days! Let`s look at it another way.

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future Perfect
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to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on action!)

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future going to
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to describe 95% plans in future

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Simple
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Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Continuous
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Words:

tomorrow this time, tomorrow at 7 o’clock

to describe future actions at a specific point 
of time (in the process)

to describe longer action in the future that 
will be interrupted by a shorter action in the 

future

Tonight at 6 PM, I will be watching TV.

I will be eating when she arrives tonight.



47 distract draw someone's attention away from something відволікти, затемняти розум They create illusions to distract you. 0:40:36 Present Simple

48 bleeding lose blood from the body знекровлений But you are bleeding. 0:42:48 Present Continuous

49 seat-filler But you'll always be a seat-filler, Lon. 0:43:38 Future Simple

50 asylum a shelter from danger or hardship притулок And you sent your only child off to the asylum. 0:45:46 Past Simple

51 stranger
a person whom one does not know or with whom one is not 

familiar
незнайомець Stranger approaching! 0:46:58 Інше

52 lonesome alone усамітнений This kid's going to bring down the Tower all by his lonesome. 0:47:47 Future going to

53 roam move around бродити Last I heard, he was roaming the Mohaine aimlessly. 0:48:09 Past Continuous

54 aimlessly without aim; in an aimless manner без цілі Last I heard, he was roaming the Mohaine aimlessly. 0:48:09 Past Continuous

55 vast unusually great in size величезний Isn't that vast? 0:48:14 Present Simple

56 divert
cause (someone or something) to change course or turn from 

one direction to another
переадресовувати We are diverting power to the generators. 0:51:11 Present Continuous

57 generator someone who originates or causes or initiates something генератор We are diverting power to the generators. 0:51:11 Future Continuous

58 disobey refuse to go along with; refuse to follow; be disobedient не підкорятися We can't disobey a Gunslinger. 0:51:42 Present Simple

59 soul
the immaterial part of a person; the actuating cause of an 

individual life
душа But the Man in Black has his soul in his pocket. 0:52:05 Present Simple

60 vengeance the act of taking revenge помста His heart is consumed by vengeance. 0:52:09 Інше

61 ancestor someone from whom you are descended предок You dishonor your ancestors. 0:52:26 Present Simple

62 swear an oath The Gunslingers have sworn an oath to defend the Tower. 0:52:28 Present Perfect

63 accomplish to gain with effort досягти Trying to fight against it accomplishes nothing. 0:52:45 Present Simple

64 revenge take revenge for a perceived wrong помста And before that happens, I will get my revenge. 0:53:11 Future Simple

65 unobstructed without block безперешкодне It should open in an unobstructed area in your city. 0:53:55 Present Simple

66 spare extra запасний Can you fix it? - We have spare parts in the village. 0:55:18 Present Simple

67 steel His guns are forged from the steel. 0:56:09 Інше

68 alignment a position of agreement or alliance вирівнювання Portal alignment complete. 1:00:29 Інше

69 madness frenzy божевілля This is madness. 1:02:00 Present Simple

70 wound a casualty to military personnel resulting from combat рана
So aside from your infection and the wound from the costume-party 

incident we also found traces of hepatitis A, B, E.
1:03:04 Past Simple

71 trace an indication of the existence or passing of something. слід We also found traces of hepatitis A, B, E. 1:03:09 Past Simple

72 painkiller a medicine used to relieve pain знеболювальне These are painkillers and vitamins. 1:03:52 Present Simple

73 recite
repeat aloud or declaim (a poem or passage) from memory 

before an audience
декламувати I would recite the Gunslinger s Creed. 1:10:47 Інше

74 creed any system of principles or beliefs кредо, символ віри I would recite the Gunslinger s Creed. 1:10:47 Інше

75 whimper cry weakly or softly хлипання Your whimpering excuse for a dad. 1:14:24 Інше

76 eventually after an unspecified period of time or an especially long delay врешті-решт The universe will die out eventually. 1:14:34 Future Simple

77 misery a state of ill-being due to affliction or misfortune страждання Alrighty. Let's go put everyone out of their misery, shall we? 1:16:22 Інше

78 plateauing reach a state of little мінімалізується Something is wrong here. The levels are plateauing. 1:19:26 Present Continuous

79 care for To nurture or take care of someone or something піклуватися про He doesn't love you. He doesn't care for you. 1:19:39 Present Simple

80 destiny
the events that will necessarily happen to a particular person or 

thing in the future
призначення This is why you are here. This is your destiny. 1:19:45 Present Simple

81 fitting in harmony with the spirit of particular persons or occasion пристосування It's fitting that you and the Tower should fall together. 1:22:15 Інше

82 witness
(law) a person who attests to the genuineness of a document or 

signature by adding their own signature
свідок Multiple witnesses saw the strange phenomena in the sky. 1:25:58 Past Simple

83 solar flare It may have been some kind of very intense solar flare. 1:26:05 Present Perfect

сталь

сонячний спалах

це особа, яка заповнює порожнє місце під час подій

давати клятву


